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Details of Visit:

Author: simpledan2008
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 16 Oct 2010 2
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Indian Palace
Website: http://www.indian-palace.com/
Phone: 02070001908

The Premises:

Indian palace, i think everyone knows how it is by now via all the frs already. cant remember the
exact time, was around in the early afternoon

The Lady:

Amani is stunning. tits are big and very soft, nice ass. cute innocent baby face looks. amazing lady.

The Story:

There were two maids (both male) one had long hair he was very polite and understanding, no
issues with him- the normal, ?have a seat, can I get you a drink? very polite etc and as expected of
a maid. The other was a typical east London rude boy type. how this young guy was allowed to be a
maid is beyond me. i can not be asked to write a full essay on how rude this guy was but Indian
palace need to get him out. im sure there will be more issues and complaints on the board, if he is
allowed to be a maid. i have a feeling he was a friend of one of the girls who was filling in for the
regular maid? Because how this guy is allowed to represent Indian palace is beyond me. i await a
long rebuttal asking for details etc and how the maids are always polite and welcoming but no this
was not the case I assure you. Another note... amani is listed, like nearly all the girls on the website,
with a "copy and paste" description which is not true to what the girls really are. amani is actually of
a different origin, where as she is listed as indian. i mean at least be honest about it on the website.
so why does indian palace list so many of their girls with nearly the same description.. along the
lines of... "British born Indian lady who can also speak Hindi, fair complexion?". So a kind request to
Indian palace to list their girls by their true ethenicity!
On to the actual punt, i was greeted by amani, very sexy lady, first time i saw her. she did
everything i requested without hesitation. She seemed very honest about her work and was really
into it. You can just tell she is one of those naturally fun and sweet type of girls. Her tits are
amazingly soft and she allows you to play with them forever. I could not tell for one minute this girl
was faking it. I would highly recomd amani with a ten out of ten. If you like Jada from Indian palace,
this girl in my opinion is 100 times better. The tits are wow and the ass is nice also. Her service is
good and her attitude was on the spot all round. Ignore the bad points about the maid and the
ethnic description of the ladies on the website- they have no relation to amani, she herself is a real
gem. Ten out of ten for amani.
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Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Hello simpledan2008,
Firstly Amani has never worked on a Saturday as she is not able to due to her commitments. Any
regular to Amani at our place will definitely know that?s true. And when she is available on a
Sunday, the location she is in does not have ?two male maids?. We have very helpful regulars at
our place who will always call and let us know if any of the staff have been rude to them. And we
can let you know we have never had a complaint about the mannerism of any of the guys at our
place. So much speculation and assumptions in your report about how you think this and you think
that about the guy being friends with one of the regular ladies. Your speculation is irrelevant as
everyone gets on with everyone at our place. The only time that some customers may not be happy
is when they themselves turn up quite late for an appointment and they themselves do not want
their appointment time cut down. They start getting very impatient with the guy in the flat when the
guy is letting them know it?s not possible for the customer to get his full time as he has arrived quite
late without phoning. This would be the only time that a customer would have an issue with the guy
in the flat and then go on to write bad reports on Punternet about it to vent their annoyance (roll
eyes).
Or mabey if we want to constantly assume like you do simpledan2008, we could say that you really
liked Amani and did not like the fact that the guy was ?a friend of one of the girls?. Mabey them
being friends annoyed you? You might read that and think ?what nonsense?. Well then???

Your untrue comment about ?copy and paste? descriptions is also irrelevant. If you look at all the
ladies write ups, that they have written themselves on our website, you will see that no two write
ups are exactly the same. When the ladies do their own write ups, they look at the ones on the site
as a guideline, then they write their own. Your assumption is so wrong. No one does 'copy and
paste' with descriptions on our site.

The following request of yours ?so a kind request to Indian palace to list their girls by their true
ethenicity!? is unfair. We have emailed Punternet to delete the line where you blatantly state where
Amani is originally from. She deliberately does not want that information on a public website. If she
chooses to let you know that information in private, you have no right to put in on a public site. As
you yourself have stated in your report ?....... girls are even harder to find than indian girls?. Well,
simpledan2008, EXACTLY! You giving out that information is not fair on Amani. If she was
comfortable with her exact origin being put on the website, then she would permit us to do so. We
only put on our website the information the ladies are comfortable with. For instance, Deepa is fine
for us to put her exact ethnicity on our website. She says ?I am a Telugu lady originally born in
Chennai, India?.

Your last totally untrue comment is bang out of order:
?Ignore the ethnic description of the ladies on the website?. The ladies at our place are what they
are on our website. Just because their exact ethnicity has not been stated, does not give you the
right to make such an out of order comment about us.

Indian Palace
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